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The most famous fictional detective in the world is Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes. However, Doyle was, at best, ambivalent about his hugely successful literary creation and, at worst, resentful that his more serious fiction was relatively ignored. Doyle was born in Edinburgh, studied medicine from 1876 to 1881 and received an M.D. degree in 1885. During the Boer War, he
worked as a military doctor in southern Africa, and in 1902 was knighted for exceptional service. Doyle was involved in writing at an early age. Although he tried to enter a private practice in Southsea, Portsmouth, in 1882, he soon turned to writing in his spare time; eventually it became his profession. As a liberal unionist, Doyle ran unsuccessfully for Parliament in 1903. In the last
years of his life, Doyle became a spiritualist. Doyle sold his first story, The Mystery of the Sussa Valley, to Chambers magazine in 1879. When Doyle published the novel The Study of Scarlet in 1887, Sherlock Holmes was introduced to an avid public. Doyle is known to have used one of his medical professors, Dr. Joseph Bell, as a model for Holmes' character. In the end, Doyle
wrote three more Holmes novels and five collections of Holmes' short stories. Brilliant, albeit somewhat eccentric, detective, Holmes uses scientific methods of observation and deduction to unravel the mysteries that he explores. Although he is an amateur private investigator, Scotland Yard often calls him for help. Holmes's assistant, the faithful Dr. Watson, provides a striking
contrast to Holmes's brilliant intellect and, at least in Doyle's time, serves as a character with whom the reader can easily identify himself. Tired of Holmes's popularity, Doyle even tried to kill a great detective in The Last Problem, but was forced by an outraged audience to resurrect him in 1903. Although Holmes remained Doyle's most popular literary creation, Doyle wrote fruitfully
in other genres, including historical adventures, science fiction and supernatural fiction. Despite Doyle's sometimes sloppy writing, he was an excellent storyteller. His great skill as a popular author lay in his technique of attracting readers in his highly entertaining adventures. This article is about a short story. For other purposes, see The short story of Arthur Conan Doyle's
Adventures Of the Speckle Band Dr. Roylott (left) confronts Holmes and Watson's 1892 illustration by Sidney Paget:AuthorSir Arthur Conan DoyleLanguageEnglishSeries The Adventures of Sherlock HolmesGenre (s) Detective FictionPublished in Strand Magazine Published in EnglishFeral 1892 Baptized Blue Carbuncle After The Adventures of the Engineer, and the tenth story
of Holmes in general (after the novels Study in Scarlet and Sign of the Four), by British writer Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. It was originally published in Strand Magazine in February 1892, with illustrations by Sidney Peydt and later as the eighth story in the Sherlock Holmes Adventure collection. The story tells the story of Helen Stoner, soon to be married to a young woman who
suspects that her stepfather may try to kill her to keep control of her inheritance. Convinced of her stepfather's intentions, she turns to Holmes for help. The Speckled Band is a classic secret of a locked room dedicated to themes of parental greed, inheritance and freedom. Singular Gothic elements, it is considered by many to be one of Doyle's best works, with the author himself
calling it his best story. The story, along with the rest of the Sherlock Holmes canon, has become a defining part of detective fiction. It has been adapted for television, film, theatre, radio and video games. It is also part of an exhibition at the Sherlock Holmes Museum. The theatrical adaptation was written and produced by Doyle himself, directed and starring Lyne Harding as
Grimesby Roylott. The role of Sherlock Holmes was played by H.A. Sainsbury. Doyle famously clashed with Harding over several details of the script, but later reconciled with him after the play's overall success. Plot summary of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson climb unusually early in the morning to meet a young woman named Helen Stoner, who fears that her life is under
threat from her stepfather, Dr. Grimesby Roylott. Roylott is a doctor who practiced in Kolkata, India, and was married to helen's late mother when she was a widow living there. He is also the poor last survivor of what was once a rich but cruel, testy and immoral Anglo-Saxon aristocratic family of Surrey, and has already served a prison sentence for killing his Indian butler in a rage.
Helen's twin sister died almost two years ago, shortly before she was due to marry. Helen heard her sister's dying words: Spotted group! but could not decipher their meaning. Helen herself, concerned about the bewildered death of her sister, is now engaged, and she began to hear strange sounds and observe strange actions around Stoke Moran, a poor and heavily mortgaged
estate where she and her stepfather live. Dr. Roylott also runs a strange company on the estate. He is friends with a group of gypsies on the property, and a cheetah and baboon as pets. For some time he's been making changes in the house. Before sister Helen's death, he was amended in the house and is now having the outer wall repaired, forcing Helen to move into the room
where her sister died. Holmes listens carefully to Helen's story and agrees to take up the cause. He plans to visit the estate later in the day. Before he could leave, however, he visited Dr. himself, who threatens him if he intervenes. Undaunted, Holmes goes, first to the courthouse, where he examines the will of his late mother Helen, and then in the countryside. In Stoke Moran,
Holmes carefully inspects the premises inside and 24 hours a day. Among the strange features he discovers is a bed anchored on the floor, a bell cord that is not attached to any bell, and a fan hole between Helen's temporary room and that of Dr. Roylott. Holmes and Watson spend the night in Helen's room. In the dark they wait about three in the morning; suddenly, a small
metallic noise and dim light through the fan prompt Holmes to action. By quickly lighting a candle, he discovers on the cord of the bell spotted stripe - a poisonous snake. He hits the snake with a walking stick, driving it back through a ventilator. Excited, he fatally attacks Roylott, who was waiting for his return after the murder of Helen. Holmes identifies the snake as an Indian
wading adder and reveals Watson's motive: the late wife's annual income will be given to the tune of 750 pounds, of which each daughter can claim one-third after marriage. Thus, Dr. Roylott plotted to remove both of his stepdaughters before they married to avoid losing much of the fortune he controlled when his daughters took with them their share of the money left for them by
their mother. Holmes admits that his attack on the snake may make him indirectly responsible for Roylott's death, but he does not foresee that it bothers him, as his actions saved Helen's life. The inspiration for Richard Lancelin Green, editor of the 2000 Oxford paperback edition of The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, suggests that Doyle's source for the story appears to have
been an article called Called Boa Constrictor. The West African Adventure in the Saturday magazine Cassella, published in February 1891. In the article, the captain recounts how he was sent to a remote camp in West Africa to stay in a collapsed cabin that belonged to a Portuguese merchant. On the first night in the salon, he woke up from a creaking sound, and saw a dark
strange-looking thing hanging through the fan above him. It turns out the biggest boa constriction he has seen (rather a python because there are no boa constrictors in Africa). He is paralyzed by fear when the snake descends into the room. Unable to call for help, the captain notices an old bell that hung on a projected beam above one of the windows. The bell cord rotted, but
with the help of a stick he manages to call him and raise the alarm. Identity The Speckled Band Is a Swamp Adder! Holmes exclaimed; The deadliest snake in India. He died within ten seconds of being bitten. Most people consider a snake a fictional creation; however, the snake's identity has been the subject of much controversy among the Sherlocks. The key to be considered in
the identification of snakes are: a fast-acting neurotoxic poison, as opposed to the common hemotoxic venom of most snakes Ability to rise well Appearance is described as a yellow stripe with brownish spots, squat, diamond-shaped head, and puffed neck of Indian origin Exhibition River-Jack Slow acting poison Letargic nature Physical appearance as opposed to the swamp
adder catalog 1951 Sherlock Holmes Exhibition Russell Viper (Vipera Russeli) Slowly acting poison Lethargic character of Indian origin corresponding to the shape of the head but lacking the spotted markings of the 1951 Sherlock Holmes Exhibition Saw scaled viper (Echis carinatus) Slowly acting poison Letargic character of Indian origin appropriately shaped head and spotted
markings Catalog 1951 Sherlock Holmes Exhibition Temple Vipers Slowly Acting Poison Active Climbers of Indian Origin Inappropriate Catalog Coloring 1951 Sherlock Holmes Exhibition Krait (Bungarus mangimaculatus) Fast acting (neurotoxic) poison not known behavior, corresponding to descriptions of inappropriate coloring of Indian origin Catalog 1951 Sherlock Holmes
Exhibition Cobra (Naja naja) Fast Action Poison Famous Rise and rear common varieties with brown specks on yellow, diamond-shaped heads and puffed necks of Indian origin Catalog 1951 Sherlock Holmes Exhibition Skink (Lizard from the Scincidae family) Specially bred by Roylott to get quick action venom and desired behavior Truth about the Spotted Band of Lawrence M
Claber Gila Monster (Sampoderma) Specially bred Roylott for obtaining the rapid action of the poison and the desired behavior of Leapin' lizards: the irregular and unnatural stories of the Speckleda group Warren Randall Boa narrowing or choking the snake only analyzes the characteristic movement of De Vergissing van Sherlock Holmes (Sherlock Holmes error) , loosely
spotted, diamond-shaped heads, puffed neck of Australian-born Fresh Bite on Philip Cornell's Spotted Band Source: The new annotated Sherlock Holmes Leslie S Klinger Publishing History of The Adventures of the Speckled Band was first published in the UK by Strand Magazine in February 1892, and in the United States by the US edition of Strand in March 1892. The story
was published with nine illustrations by Sidney Peydt in The Strand Magazine. It was included in the Nocway collection The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, which was published in October 1892. Adaptation of the first play publishing Theatre Conan Doyle wrote an adaptation for the scene in 1910, Speckled It premiered at London's Adelphi Theatre on June 4, 1910, titled The
Stonor Case. In the fall of 2013, a new stage adaptation of Max G's Sherlock Holmes and the Speckled Band premiered at Treasurer's House, York and Ripley Castle, Ripley, North Yorks. The play was produced by Theatre Mill, directed by Samuel Wood, and starred Liam Tims as Holmes and Adam Elms as Watson. The film The Story was also adapted for the now lost in 1912
British-French short film The Speckled Band as part of the series of films Eclair with the role of George Treville as Sherlock Holmes. In 1923, a silent short film was adapted into a series of Stoll films starring Ayle Norwood as Holmes. The 1931 film The Speckled Band starring Raymond Massey as a detective was an adaptation of Conan Doyle's stage play, and Lyn Harding played
Grimesby Roylott. The 1944 film Spider-Woman is based on several of Holmes' stories, including The Speckled Band. The radio and audio dramas premiered in The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes included an adaptation of the story on October 20, 1930, starring William Gillett as Holmes and Lee Lovell as Watson. The production was adapted by Edith Meiser. The script remake
aired on September 17, 1931, when Richard Gordon plays Sherlock Holmes and Lee Lovell plays Dr. Watson again. Another dramatization of the story aired in February 1933 with Gordon and Lovell, although it is unclear whether it was a re-recording or a new production. The script was aired on February 1, 1936, Gordon as Holmes, and Harry West as Watson. A half-hour radio
adaptation featuring Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce was featured in an episode of The New Adventures of Sherlock Holmes on October 16, 1939, again adapted by Edith Meiser. Other episodes adapted from the story also aired in March 1941, october 1943 and November 1945, again with Rathbone and Bruce playing Holmes and Watson respectively. A half-hour radio
adaptation starring Tom Conway as Holmes and Bruce as Watson was shown on June 23, 1947. A half-hour radio adaptation starring John Stanley as Holmes and Wendell Holmes (with the pseudonym George Spellin) as Watson aired in an episode of the same series on December 19, 1948, and was adapted by Max Ehrlich. In 1945, the BBC Home Service adaptation,
dramatized by John Dixon Carr, starred Cedric Hardwick as Holmes and Finley Curry as Watson. The 1948 Radio Adaptation on Home Service, also adapted by John Dixon Carr, included Howard Marion-Crawford as Holmes, and Finley Curry again played Watson. Howard Marion-Crawford later played Watson in the 1954-1955 television series Sherlock Holmes. The radio
adaptation starring John Gielgud as Holmes and Ralph Richardson as Watson aired on NBC radio in 1955. Half-hour radio adaptation aired in July 1962 on the BBC's Light Programme as part of a 1952-1969 radio series starring Carlton Hobbs as Holmes and Norman Shelley as Watson. Michael Hardwick adapted the production. The hour-long radio adaptation was aired on THE
CBS Radio Mystery Theater on June 28, 1977. The episode stars Kevin McCarthy as Sherlock Holmes and Court Benson as Dr. Watson. THE BBC Radio 4 drama, adapted by Vincent McInerney, aired on 9 January 1991 as part of the 1989-1998 radio series with Clive Merrison as Holmes and Michael Williams as Watson. The film also stars Susan Wooldridge in The Helen
Stoner. In June 2011, Big Finish Productions adapted and released the audio drama Sherlock Holmes: The Speckled Band starring Nicholas Briggs as Sherlock Holmes and Richard Earle as Dr. Watson. The story was adapted as a 2015 episode from the radio series Classic Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, with John Patrick Lowry as Holmes and Lawrence Albert as Watson. A
one-hour Bengali adaptation of Radio Mirchi, Kolkata starring Mir Afsar Ali was broadcast as an episode of Sunday's suspension on May 1, 2016. The television half-time television adaptation starring Alan Napier and Melville Cooper was screened as the tenth episode of the NBC television series Your Time Show on March 25, 1949. The pilot episode of the 1964-1965 BBC series
Sherlock Holmes was a new version of The Speckled Band, dislocating in May 1964 as part of the Detective Anthology series. The episode was written by Giles Cooper, directed by Robin Midgley, and starred Douglas Wilmer as Holmes, Nigel Stock as Watson and Felix Felton as Roylott. The Speckled Band was adapted for screen in the USSR in 1979 with Vasily Livanov as
Sherlock Holmes and Vitaly Solomin as Dr. Watson. The Speckled Band is the sixth episode of the first series of the film adaptations of Holmes starring Jeremy Brett, first shown in 1984. The Speckled Band was adapted as part of the 1984-1985 anime series Sherlock Hound. In this version, Moriarty pretends to be Roylotta to steal Helen's money, and Hound gets involved when
his car breaks down and has to stay at their house for the night. Kyoki Mitani adapted The Adventure of the Dug Group and The Creeping Man to an episode in the NHK puppet series Sherlock Holmes. One night at Beaton School there is a marsh bed with crocusy specks. The next day, trainee teacher Helen Stoner visits Holmes and Watson in the 221B Baker dormitory and tells
them about the strange behavior of Grimsby Roylott, who teaches chemistry. That night, they learned what his behavior meant, but Sherman, a student, was attacked by Adder. The animated series Sherlock Holmes in the 22nd Century included the film adaptation of the Ages of Justice. Video game Dai Gyakuten Saiban: Naruhodo Ryunosuke no Adapted by The Speckled Band
in the second episode of the game, The Adventure of the Unbreakable Speckled Band. In the episode, the main character helps Sherlock Holmes in the investigation, the main character's best friend takes the place of Julia Stoner as a victim, and the true identity of the perpetrator is changed to a Russian asylum seeker who only intended under the pseudonym Roylott to hide his
identity. The actual truth behind the case is completely changed, with Holmes at one point concluding the story's original conclusion before another character points out numerous flaws in it. Later in the fourth episode of the game; The adventures of Cloud Kokoro has Sherlock's assistant, Iris Watson, adapt the event in The Speckled Band, but changes some of the details around
to make it more interesting to audiences, such as making the snake the murder weapon, fully aware that it doesn't make sense given the biology of snakes. Links Notes and b Green, by Richard Lancelin (1998). Explanatory notes. The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. Oxford University Press. 361-367. ISBN 0-19-283508-4. From Holmes to Sherlock: The Story of the Men and
Women Who Created the Icon. March 13, 2017. Received on January 2, 2019. Adventure Speckled Band Full text and analysis - Owl Eyes. www.owleyes.org. received on May 4, 2018. Klinger, Leslie. New annotated Sherlock Holmes. W. W. Norton and company. 200-300. Smith (2014), page 56. a b Cawthorne (2011), page 66. Cawthorne (2011), page 54. Bostrom, Matthias
(2018). From Holmes to Sherlock. Mysterious press. 147-148. ISBN 978-0-8021-2789-1. Hickling, Alfred (November 18, 2013). Sherlock Holmes and Speckled Band - review. Keeper. Received on January 1, 2019. Ailes, Allen (1986). Sherlock Holmes: Celebrating the Centenary. Harper and Rowe. page 130. ISBN 9780060156206. Spotted streak. silentera.com. received on
March 8, 2013. Ailes, Alan (1986). Sherlock Holmes: Celebrating the Centenary. Harper and Rowe. page 132. ISBN 0-06-015620-1. Banson, Matthew (1997). Sherlockian Encyclopedia: A guide to the world of the great detective. Mcmillan. page 247. ISBN 0-02-861679-0. Alan Barnes (2002). Sherlock Holmes on screen. Reynolds and Hearn Ltd. page 198. ISBN 1-903111-04-8.
Bostrom, Matthias (2018). From Holmes to Sherlock. Mysterious press. 196-199. ISBN 978-0-8021-2789-1. Dickerson (2019), 31, 39. Dickerson (2019), page 50. Dickerson (2019), page 72. Dickerson (2019), page 87. Dickerson (2019), page 97. Dickerson (2019), page 131. Dickerson (2019), page 183. Sherlock Holmes OTR - Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce (January 9, 2014).
Internet archive. Received on December 31, 2014. Dickerson (2019), page 230. Sherlock Holmes Tom Conway. Internet archive. Received on December 31, 2014. Dickerson (2019), page 266. Sherlock Holmes 1948-12-19 Group. Internet archive. Received on December 31, 2014. a b De Waal, Ronald Burt (1974). World bibliography of Sherlock Holmes. Bramhall House. page
382. ISBN 0-517-217597. Dickerson (2019), page 286. Ronald Burt De Waal (1974). World bibliography of Sherlock Holmes. Bramhall House. page 388. ISBN 0-517-217597. CBS Radio Mystery Theatre 1977-1978. Internet archive. Received on December 31, 2014. Peyton, Gordon; Grams, Martin Jr. (2015) CBS Radio Mystery Theatre: An Episode Guide and Handbook for Nine
Years of Broadcasting, 1974-1982 (Reprinted by McFarland. p. 214. ISBN 9780786492282. Bert Kules. The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. Bbc full audio of Sherlock Holmes. Received on December 12, 2016. Sherlock Holmes: Spotted group. Received on May 29, 2020. Wright, Stuart (April 30, 2019). The Classic Adventures of Sherlock Holmes: Broadcasting Magazine (PDF).
Old radio. Received on June 14, 2020. Alan Barnes (2011). Sherlock Holmes on screen. Titan Books. page 311. ISBN 9780857687760. Alan Barnes (2002). Sherlock Holmes on screen. Reynolds and Hearn LLC 138-143. ISBN 1-903111-04-8. Ailes, Allen (1986). Sherlock Holmes: Celebrating the Centenary. Harper and Rowe. page 140. ISBN 9780060156206. Shinjiro Okazaki
and Kenichi Fujita (シャロクホムズ冒険ファブク Sharokku Homuzu Boken Bocku, Tokyo: Shogakukan, 2014, p. 46-48, p. 53 and p. 82-83. (Exhibition Guide) Sources of Cawthorne, Nigel (2011). A Brief History of Sherlock Holmes. Running press. ISBN 978-0762444083. Dickerson, Jan (2019). Sherlock Holmes and his adventures on American radio. BearManor Media. ISBN
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